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THE EXPERTISE OF A GLOBAL BRAND

IN BRIEF

OUTSTANDING FUNCTIONS

The expertise of a global brand

Solutions and consulting services

For years, Mitsubishi Electric Living Environment Systems has been one of the leading providers in the air conditioning sector in Germany and neighbouring countries.
The trend towards highly efficient solutions in heating and
air conditioning technology continues apace in this challenging market. At Mitsubishi Electric Living Environment
Systems we develop and create precisely these solutions.
The basis for this is the continuous evolution of existing technologies and the development of new technologies. We’d like
to introduce you to the latest technological developments
from our company over the following pages.

Of all the innovations, I should like to highlight a world first:
the new Hybrid City Multi system (HVRF) is the world’s first
2-pipe system to provide simultaneous cooling and heating
with heat recovery, combining the benefits of a direct evaporation system with those of a chilled water system.
Our partners need technologically perfect products to be able
to develop and produce optimum air conditioning solutions
for their customers. What is more, we are committed to the
success of our partners through individual advice and intensive design support.

Mitsubishi Electric has been synonymous with experience and
innovation in equal measure for over 90 years. Our company
has consistently set new standards in air conditioning technology and established itself as one of the foremost global
manufacturers with its extensive range of products. Our R2
VRF technology and Zubadan technology have become
industry brands, which have evolved to become the by-word
for highly efficient technology.
We offer our customers first-class and reliable services alongside specific solutions and advanced technologies. For
instance, we support customers at the design stage with well
laid-out design and service manuals, as well as tender docu-
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ments in a range of file formats. Naturally everything is available online. Apart from comprehensive design support,
including useful design software, we also organise practical
and diverse training courses to deliver sound basic knowledge or enlarge upon existing knowledge and expertise.

Recognisable quality
The Association of Building Air Conditioning e. V.
(FGK) has awarded its new quality seal to
Mitsubishi Electric’s air conditioning units.

Local technical support is a matter of course at Mitsubishi
Electric as well. The same naturally applies to sales-led advertising support for our entire range and also for promotional
products. After all, our objective is our joint success. You too
can take advantage of our versatile range of services, which
we are constantly expanding.

3D isee sensor
The new Deluxe wall-mounted unit (MSZ-FH
series) offers perfect comfort zones combined with
the ultimate in energy efficiency: The innovative
3D isee sensor scans the room, guaranteeing an
excellent indoor climate where it is needed.

Zubadan technology
Adequate heat output is available at even the
lowest outside temperatures with patented
Zubadan inverter technology. Full output is still
discharged at temperatures of as low as -15 °C
and the application range has now been extended
down to -25 °C.

“We have grown significantly beyond the market in all strategic
product areas. We are witnessing the growing importance of energy efficiency in HVAC systems in Germany and other foreign
markets. We are perfectly positioned to deal with this.“

Replace technology
The new outdoor units with patented Replace
technology greatly simplify the statutory
conversion of old R22 air conditioning systems
to the ozone-friendly refrigerant R410A.

Holger Thiesen,
General Division Manager, Living Environment Systems
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ErP-compliant
The Deluxe wall-mounted units provide the best
energy efficiency levels today.
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A further pillar for joint market success is the qualification of
our customers’ employees. To this end we have continuously
further expanded our training and education programme and
invested in regional training centres. Alongside pure product
and qualification training courses, we also offer inter-disciplinary training courses on the latest industry developments together with selected external partners.
Engineering expertise, strong partnerships and staff training –
together they form the ideal basis for optimum solutions.
We create new solutions.

Holger Thiesen,
General Division Manager, Living Environment Systems
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Bookmark a page: use the flap on the back
page to mark a relevant page in this brochure.
You’ll also find further information on our
functional symbols on the inside of the bookmark.
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M SERIES
M series products cool or heat small to mediumsized rooms very energy-efficiently. The advanced systems can be installed as single- or
multi-split solutions in homes, small offices or
doctors’ surgeries. All units are equipped with a
heat pump function. Thanks to a new interface,
for the first time all M series indoor units can also
be connected to City Multi VRF series outdoor
units.
The M series offers a capacity range from 2.5 to
15.5 kW.

More information about our test winner is available online at:
innovations.mitsubishi-les.com
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M-SERIE // MSZ-FH
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Deluxe wall-mounted unit with 3D isee sensor

The goal in sight

Technical data

MSZ-FH25/35/50

SEER / SCOP up to
Energy efficiency class for cooling/heating
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions of indoor unit H / W / D (mm)
Maximum total pipe length (m)

9.1 / 5.1
A+++ / A+++
2.5 – 5.0
3.2 – 6.0
305 / 925 / 234
20 / 30 (with model 50)

Maximum height difference (m)
Air flow in cooling mode (m3/h)
Sound level of indoor unit (dB[A])

12 / 15 (with model 50)
234 – 606
20 – 27

GUT (2,0)
Im Test:
12 Klimageräte
Produkt/Dienstleistung:
MSZ-FH25VE/
MUZ-FH25VE

ments. The intelligent 3D isee sensor thus makes it possible
to adapt the air conditioning locally to the number of people
in the room. The conditioned air can either be directed towards the people in the room or, alternately, flow indirectly
around them. Energy-saving mode is automatically activated
if there is no one in the room.

Ausgabe:
07/2014

14CY74

The technologically advanced MSZ-FH room air conditioner
brings together the exacting requirements for an attractive
product design, whisper-quiet operation and maximum energy efficiency for energy-saving operation in both single and
multi-split applications. The series’ special additional functions redefine individual air conditioning comfort: The eight
sensors in the 3D isee sensor three-dimensionally divide up
and scan the room into 752 fields. It detects the presence of
people in the room by means of thermal imaging measure-

T E S T S I E G E R

Applications
Residential properties and smaller commercial units
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M SERIES // MSZ-EF
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NEW

New Premium Design wall-mounted units

Good air quality you can now even see
The new Premium Design wall-mounted units combine the
ultimate in aesthetic standards with the most innovative air
conditioning technology. Available in six capacities, they are
perfectly scalable for almost every size of room. The sleek
design and three available model colours, gloss white and
black and matt silver, also permit seamless visual integration
into the interior architecture. Their whisper-quiet operation
also ensures a harmonious environment – enabling the units

Technical data

MSZ-EF18/22/25/35/42/50* VE2 W/B/S

SEER / SCOP up to
Energy efficiency class for cooling/heating
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions of indoor unit H / W / D (mm)
Maximum total pipe length (m)

8.5 / 4.7
A+++ / A++
1.8 – 5.0
3.2 – 5.8
299 / 895 / 195
20 / 30 (with model 50)

Maximum height difference (m)
Air flow in cooling mode (m3/h)
Sound level of indoor unit (dB[A])

12 / 15 (with model 50)
240 – 558
21 – 30

* MSZ-EF18 / 22 for Multi-split operation
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to be used in noise-sensitive residential properties and work
spaces as well. And, last but not least, the environment can
breathe a sigh of relief: Premium Design wall-mounted units
are extremely energy-efficient by using innovative inverter
technology.
Applications
Apartments, residential properties, agencies, practices and
law firms

M-SERIE // MSZ-SF
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Compact wall-mounted unit

Outstandingly unobtrusive
Compact wall-mounted models are ideal for the energy-saving air conditioning of small rooms, as they start at just 1.5 kW
and cover the entire range up to 5.0 kW of cooling capacity
with six models. The indoor units blend seamlessly into the
interior design with their compact dimensions. They are also
difficult to notice acoustically as they operate extremely quietly. The upper and lower air discharge flaps are each fitted
with a motor and thus can be adjusted independently of each
other, thanks to the patented air outlet with ‘Dual Air Guide’.
In cooling mode, the air flows horizontally, preventing direct
contact with people; in heating mode, the air stream is directed vertically downwards, reaching the feet, for example.

Technical data

MSZ-SF15/20/25/35/42/50*

SEER / SCOP up to
Energy efficiency class for cooling/heating
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions of indoor unit H / W / D (mm)
Maximum total pipe length (m)
Maximum height difference (m)
Sound level for indoor unit in cooling mode (dB[A])

7.6 / 4.4
A++ / A+
1.5 – 5.0
1.7 – 5.8
250 / 760 / 168 and 299 / 798 / 195
20 / 30 (with model 50)
12 / 15 (with model 50)
21 – 30

Single-split and multi-split applications
Over and above the single-split system, the modern designs
of wall-mounted models are also intended to be combined
with multi-split inverters. Two to eight indoor models of different capacities can be connected to MXZ outdoor units to air
condition several rooms of a building and meet demand. A
new LEV kit provides more advanced options, providing for
connection to City Multi VRF systems so that the units can
also be used in larger commercial, office or hotel buildings
Applications
Apartments and residential properties, small commercial
units, like agencies, medical practices and law firms

* MSZ-SF15 / 20 for Multi-split operation
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M SERIES // MFZ-KJ

Design floor standing units

Consistent indoor air quality
NEW

The new MFZ-KJ floor standing unit is winning over customers with its contemporary and minimalist design, blending
perfectly into the most diverse interior spaces. The compact
design enables the unit to be installed in a versatile and unobtrusive manner. The latest generation of MFZ-KJ floor standing units offers extremely energy-efficient operation using the
latest inverter technology and all models comply with high
energy efficiency classes in accordance with the Ecodesign
Directive. Producing just 19 decibels, the indoor unit is barely
audible when in operation. The units feature a redesigned air
outlet, which allows the air stream to be split in two directions
for optimum air distribution in the room. The warm air can

thus be directed downwards, preventing cold feet indoors.
Operation of the units could not be simpler, with easy-to-understand symbols on the infra-red remote control, automatic
programmes and individual memories facilitating setting and
adjustment. Standard equipment includes an anti-allergy enzyme filter with an extremely high level of separation. Even
the smallest particles, measuring only 0.01 microns, can thus
be caught; the filters are also coated with an enzyme that
renders allergens harmless. Three fan speeds and and additional super-high fan speed in automatic mode provide for
rapid cooling or heating of the interior space.
Applications
Homes, offices and commercial units
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Technical data

MFZ-KJ25/35/50VA

SEER / SCOP up to
Energy efficiency class for cooling/heating
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Maximum total pipe length (m)

8.5 / 4.5
A+++ / A+
2.5 – 5.0
3.4 – 6.0
20 / 30 (with model 50)

Maximum height difference (m)
Dimensions of indoor unit H / W / D (mm)
Sound level of indoor unit (dB[A])

12 / 15 (with model 50)
600 / 750 / 215
19 – 29

M-SERIE // MXZ-3D/6C
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Multi-split outdoor units

Flexibility of design
The MXZ range of multi-split outdoor units enables a whole
range of air conditioning and heat pump solutions to be
achieved. The latest inverter technology guarantees energy-saving operation and ultra-low operating costs. Energy-efficient heating mode is also possible, thanks to the heat pump
function and operation down to outside temperatures of as
low as -15 °C. The large range of units, with 3.3 to 14.0 kW
cooling/heating capacity, allows for tailored design with the
option to connect 2 to 6 individually controllable indoor unit
models.

Technical data

MXZ-2D33VA – 6C122VA

SEER / SCOP up to
Energy efficiency class for cooling/heating
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Maximum total pipe length (m)
Maximum height difference (m)
No. of connectable indoor units
Sound level (dB[A])

7.1 / 4.2
A++ / A+
3.3 – 12.2
4.0 – 14.0
up to 80
15
2–6
46 – 57

Applications
Homes, offices and commercial objects oder spaces
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MR. SLIM
The Mr. Slim series is ideal for medium-sized rooms
and can be installed as a single-split or multi-split
parallel combination. The Mr. Slim range is synonymous with ultra-energy-efficient and high-performance air conditioning units that can be integrated
with ease into difficult environments.
The Mr. Slim series offers a capacity range of 3.5 to
44.0 kW for cooling and heating.

Mr. Slim air conditioning units are compatible
with MELCloud. An overview of the models
that can be connected is available online:
innovations.mitsubishi-les.com
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MR. SLIM // PUHZ-ZRP
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Power Inverter

Air conditioning technology –
meeting the highest demands
Power Inverter outdoor units set new standards in terms of
the energy efficiency of air conditioning units for industrial applications. By using a special power receiver to sub-cool the
refrigerant and two individually controlled expansion valves,
the units work within the optimum range at any operating
state. Energy efficiency classes of up to A++ in heating and
cooling mode can be achieved depending on the indoor units

connected. The inverters can be combined with all Mr. Slim
indoor units and are also configured for connection to external heat exchangers via a PAC-IF012B-E.
Applications
Open-plan offices, shops, technical rooms and server rooms

Combined with a 4-way ceiling cassette
Technical data

PUHZ-ZRP35/50/60/71/100/125/140/200/250VHA

SEER / SCOP up to
Energy efficiency class for cooling/heating
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Maximum total pipe length (m)
Maximum height difference (m)
Sound level (dB[A])

6.8 / 4.6
A++ / A++
3.6 – 22.0
4.1 – 25.0
50 / 75 (with models 100/125/140)
30
44 – 59
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MR. SLIM // PLA-ZRP
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4-way ceiling cassette with filter lift

Very accommodating
The 840 mm square ceiling cassette (950 mm x 950 mm panel) has four air outlets, by means of which draught-free air
distribution is guaranteed even with very low ceilings. The
individually adjustable air outlet flaps can be conveniently
controlled via the wired remote controller. The optional i-see
sensor uses infra-red sensors to detect the temperature in the
room and controls the air distribution to ensure that there is a
uniform temperature distribution in the room, preventing any

Technical data

PLA-ZRP35-140BA

SEER / SCOP up to
Energy efficiency class for cooling/heating
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions W /D/ H (mm)
Maximum total pipe length (m)
Maximum height difference (m)
Sound level of indoor unit (dB[A])

6.7 / 4.5
A++ / A+
3.6 – 13.4
4.1 – 16.0
840 / 298 / 840
up to 75
30
27 – 36

unnecessary overheating. This reduces energy consumption
and significantly improves comfort levels. The filter lift simplifies maintenance, as the remote controller can lower the air
filter by up to 4 metres for cleaning.
Applications
Offices and shops

1.2 m

2.0 m

2.8 m

4.0 m
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MR. SLIM // PCA-RP
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PCA-RP suspended ceiling unit

Trendsetter on the rise
The PCA RP35KAQ suspended ceiling unit adds a compact
model to the product range and is ideal for use in technical
rooms and server rooms with a requirement of up to 3.6 kW
cooling capacity. Excellent efficiency values are achieved
when used in conjunction with Power Inverter range outdoor
units. The complete range include seven models ranging from

Technical data

PCA-RP35-140KAQ

SEER / SCOP up to
Energy efficiency class for cooling/heating
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions W /D/ H (mm)
Maximum total pipe length (m)
Maximum height difference (m)
Sound level of indoor unit (dB[A])

6.1 / 4.1
A++ / A+
3.6 – 13.4
4.1 – 16.0
960 – 1600 / 680 / 230
up to 75
30
31 – 48

3.6 to 13.4 kW cooling capacity. Up to 95 % sensible capacity can be achieved in special combinations for technical
rooms.
Applications
Technical rooms, server rooms and shops
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CITY MULTI VRF
The City Multi series is ideal for large and complex
buildings that require individual air conditioning
solutions. The diversity of our indoor units and the
wide range of our outdoor unit capacities ensure
the highest level of flexibility in terms of planning
and design.
The City Multi series offers a broad range of outdoor unit capacities: 11.2 / 12.5 to 140.0 / 156.5 kW
in cooling/heating mode.

Discover online the performance
of the R2 system within a hotel:
innovations.mitsubishi-les.com
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CITY MULTI VRF // PUMY-P // PAC-MK

PUMY outdoor unit

The energy boost for air conditioning
solutions
Mitsubishi Electric has focussed specifically on increasing energy efficiency values when developing the new City Multi VRF
range of PUMY outdoor units for cooling or heating. Within
their market environment, the new PUMY outdoor units produce the highest EER and COP values, thereby leading the
market by example. With their low sound level, a pipe length of
300 metres and multiple connection options, the PUMY outdoor units offer the perfect base for optimum air conditioning
comfort.

U
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One outdoor unit for 33 different types of indoor units
The new PAC-MK connection boxes now also enable all
M series indoor units to be connected. The boxes are available with three and five connections and enable up to eight
M series units to be integrated in a PUMY system. The
M series units cannot fail to impress customers with their
extremely low sound levels, compact dimensions and attractive design.
Applications
Office units, shops or doctors’ surgeries

Technical data

PUMY-P112/125/140YKM

EER / COP up to
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Total pipe length (m, simple pipe length)
Maximum height difference (m)
No. of connectable indoor units
Sound level (dB[A])

4.4 / 4.6
12.5 – 15.5
14.0 – 18.0
300
50
12
49 – 53

M-Net connection boxes

PAC-MK30BC

PAC-MK50BC

Number of indoor units
Connectable M Series capacity classes

3
15 – 71

5
15 – 71
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CITY MULTI VRF // PUHY-EP // PAC-LV

New City Multi Y series and R2 outdoor units

Making it happen
NEW
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The new City Multi outdoor units have been designed with a
focus on seasonal efficiency, resulting in up to 47 % and
21 % improved efficiency in cooling and heating mode respectively. This has been made possible by the use of a new
and innovative aluminium flat tube heat exchanger with an
enlarged heat transfer surface and lower pressure drop.
Mitsubishi Electric is the world’s first manufacturer to equip a
VRF system with this technology. The high-efficiency compressor is a further innovation, the characteristic line of which
has also been optimised for outstanding seasonal efficiency.
The outdoor unit has a variable evaporation temperature, that
is to say that the evaporation temperature rises as soon as
the room temperature approaches the set point. And the two
sections of the heat exchanger are defrosted alternately
(“comfort heating”) to ensure that heat output is also available
during defrosting. You can also use the maintenance tool to
enter functional settings for ease of configuration.

LEV kit
The new LEV kit from Mitsubishi Electric now makes it possible to connect smaller, compact M series indoor units to City
Multi systems. Using the LEV kit, the compact indoor units
are provided with an external electronic expansion valve,
which is required for operation with VRF systems. The advantage for users lies in the significantly larger choice of possible
indoor units. Moreover, outdoor units no longer need to be
oversized, as small capacities can ideally be adapted to the
cooling/heating load required. The LEV kit can also be used to
connect elegant Premium indoor units from the MSZ-EF series and the compact MSZ-SF models.
Applications
Offices, shops and other commercial properties

Technical data

PUHY-EP250YLM-A

Technical data

PAC-LV11M-J LEV-Kit

Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Total pipe length (m, simple pipe length)
Maximum height difference (m)
No. of connectable indoor units

22.4 – 140.0
25.0 – 156.0
1000
50 (90 optional)
1 – 50 / 15 – 250

Max. distance of LEV kit to the indoor unit (m)
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)
Power supply (V, Hz)

15
180 / 210 / 140
220 – 240, 50

CITY MULTI VRF // PURY-EP // CMB-P

R2 technology

Advanced technology 2
The R2 series is the world’s only 2-pipe system to offer simultaneous cooling and heating with heat recovery. By configuring the system perfectly, the recovered energy from server
rooms or technical rooms, which needs to be cooled down
throughout the year, can now be utilised, meaning that no energy is now lost to the outside air. Each individual indoor unit
can be operated independently in heating and cooling mode.
BC Controller
The system’s central component is the BC-Controller, which
distributes the refrigerant. The BC-Controller can be used to
connect up to 50 indoor units to only a single outdoor unit,

with just two pipes. The installation work is far less with two
pipes, as fewer soldering joints are needed, causing fewer
connection points in the system and resulting in a significantly lower risk of leaks. Up to 950 metres of pipe can be laid
with the R2 system and a maximum of 2,000 indoor units
controlled centrally. With water-cooled R2 systems in particular, the recovered heat is released into a water network and
can be stored if required.

NEW

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals, banks, shopping centres,
production facilities and gyms

Technical data

PURY-EP250YLM-A

Technical data

CMB-P108V-G1 BC-Controller

Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Total pipe length (m, simple pipe length)
Maximum height difference (m)
No. of connectable indoor units

22.4 – 101.0
25.0 – 113.0
950
90
2 – 50

Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

180 / 210 / 140

No. of connectable indoor units

8
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CITY MULTI VRF // PCFY-P // PLFY-P

Suspended ceiling unit

Ultra-slim and attractive
Suspended ceiling units unobtrusively blend seamlessly into
every interior, thanks to their slimline and attractive design. An
automatic discharge flap ensures optimum air distribution.
Thanks to its design with a single air outlet, the discharge flap
doubles as a closure when the unit is switched off. When the
unit is in operation, it automatically oscillates up and down to
distribute the discharge air evenly into the room. Optimised
air guidance systems combined with the high-grade special
plastic housing with excellent sound insulation ensure that all
units have a low sound level.

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals, banks, shopping centres,
production facilities and gyms

Technical data

PCFY-P125VKM-E

Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions W /D/ H (mm)
Power supply (V, phase, Hz)
Sound level for indoor unit (dB[A])

14.0
16.0
1600 / 680 / 230
220 – 240, 1, 50
36 / 44

4-way ceiling cassette

Compact and quiet
They are ideal for installation in suspended ceilings, thanks to
their minimal installed height. Installation is also simplified by
the lightweight design of the unit. The PLFY series is characterised by its whisper-quiet operation – only 27 dB(A) with
models P20 to P50. A large-diameter turbo fan guarantees
this low sound level, with low-resistance impellers playing a
further key role in sound attenuation. The special ventilation
control, which immediately increases the speed steplessly
when the thermostat is switched on, or in dehumidification
mode, avoids sudden noises. Two further models, offering 2.2
kW (P20) and 2.8 kW (P25), have now been added to the
range.
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Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals, banks, shopping centres,
production facilities and gyms

Technical data

PLFY-P25VBM-E

Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions W /D/ H (mm)
Power supply (V, phase, Hz)
Sound level for indoor unit (dB[A])

2.5
16.0
840 / 840 / 298
220 – 240, 1, 50
27 / 31

CITY MULTI VRF // PFFY-P // PWFY-P

Floor standing unit, without casing, high pressure

Optimum use of space
State-of-the-art air conditioning technology can now be integrated almost invisibly into every interior space by selecting
units without casing. The air conditioners, only 220 mm deep,
can be simply and easily installed around the perimeter of
rooms, delivering maximum capacity.
In addition, the floor standing units have a dehumidification
function to stabilise humidity as the room temperature changes. Further cooling is prevented and the air is dehumidified to
keep it fresh and invigorating. Whisper-quiet operation is
guaranteed with model 32 only generating 27 dB(A).

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals, banks, shopping centres,
production facilities and gyms

Technical data

PFFY-P25VLRMM-E

Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)
Static pressure (Pa)
Power supply (V, phase, Hz)
Sound level (dB[A])

2.8
3.2
886 / 220 / 639
20 / 40 / 60
220 – 240, 1, 50
31 / 40

Booster unit / Heat exchanger unit

From hot to cold
The booster unit enables water temperatures of up to 70 °C to
be achieved in the primary circuit. This is ideal for heating up
domestic hot water to up to 65 °C. The R2 system recovers
heat from cooled rooms and uses it for domestic water heating. Water temperatures of up to 45 °C can be achieved in
heating mode with the heat exchanger unit – ideal for supplying underfloor heating systems or fan coil units. Minimum water temperatures of 10 °C are possible in cooling mode. When
connected to an R2 system, heat can be recovered from
cooled rooms or cooling processes and used to heat water.

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals, banks, shopping centres,
production facilities and gyms

Technical data

PWFY-P100VM-E-BU

PWFY-P200VM-E-AU

Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)
Water inlet temperature (°C)
Water outlet temperature (°C)
Sound level (dB[A])

–
12.5
450 / 300 / 800
10 – 70
up to 70
44

22.4
25.0
450 / 300 / 800
10 – 40
5 – 45
29
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HYBRID
CITY MULTI VRF
The new Hybrid City Multi system (HVRF) is the
world’s first 2-pipe system to provide simultaneous
cooling and heating with heat recovery, combining
the benefits of a direct evaporation system with
those of a chilled water system.
The HVRF series offers a capacity range of 22.4 to
31.5 kW for cooling and heating.

Interested in browsing through our global
innovations? Our brochure is available online at:
innovations.mitsubishi-les.com
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HYBRID CITY MULTI VRF // CMB-WP

Hybrid BC-Controller

The air conditioning evolution
The Hybrid BC-Controller is the heart of the Hybrid City Multi
system and links the R2 VRF outdoor unit to the indoor units.
It features plate heat exchangers, in which the heat exchange
between the refrigerant and water occurs. Refrigerant is used
as the energy carrier between the outdoor unit and the Hybrid
BC-Controller (HBC); conditioned water is supplied to the indoor units downstream of the HBC-Controller. Energy-saving,
inverter-driven pumps are built in and pump the water to the

Technical data

CMB-WP108V-G

No. of connectable indoor units
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)
Power supply (V)
Sound level (dB[A])

8
1600 / 540 / 300
220 – 230 – 240
41

last indoor unit at up to 60 metres away. Excellent energy efficiency, ease of installation, low maintenance and reliable
operation of the 2-pipe system, compared to a 3-pipe system
or chilled water system with four pipes, complete the product
specification.
Applications
Office buildings, hotels and hospitals

Hybrid City Multi system layout

Expansion tank

HBC-controller

Outdoor unit

Cold water

Refrigerant

Hot water

Return pipes

Indoor units
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HYBRID CITY MULTI VRF // PURY-WP // PFFY-WP

NEW
Hybrid City Multi outdoor unit

Continuously powerful
The Hybrid City Multi outdoor unit with inverter-driven refrigerant compressor delivers the ultimate in energy efficiency. It
has almost infinitely variable output control and only delivers
the output actually required in the building. Inverter technology means that the units can be operated without the need for
a tank.

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals, banks, shopping centres,
production facilities and gyms

Technical data

PURY-WP250YJM-A

COP of up to
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)
Sound level (dB[A])

4.0
28.0
31.5
1220 / 760 / 1710
60

Floor standing unit, without casing, high pressure

The unobtrusive performer
State-of-the-art air conditioning technology can now be integrated almost invisibly into every interior space, by selecting
units without casing. The compact floor standing units can be
simply and easily installed around the perimeter of rooms, delivering maximum capacity. They also have a dehumidification
function to stabilise humidity as the room temperature changes. Further cooling is prevented and the air is dehumidified to
keep it fresh and invigorating.
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Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals, banks, shopping centres,
production facilities and gyms

Technical data

PFFY-WP20VLRMM-E

Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)
Static pressure (Pa)
Power supply (V, phase, Hz)
Sound level (dB[A])

2.2
2.5
886 / 220 / 639
20 / 40 / 60
220 – 240, 1, 50
31 / 40

HYBRID CITY MULTI VRF // PLFY-WP // PEFY-WP

4-way ceiling cassette

Compact and whisper-quiet
They are ideal for installation in suspended ceilings thanks to
their low installed height. Installation is also simplified by the
lightweight design of the unit. The PLFY series is characterised by its whisper-quiet operation – only 27 dB(A) with models P32 to P50. A large-diameter turbo fan guarantees this
low sound level. Impellers with low air resistance play a more
important role in silencing. The special ventilation control,
which immediately increases the speed steplessly when the
thermostat is switched on or in dehumidification mode, avoids
sudden noises.

Applications
Office buildings, hotels and hospitals

Technical data

PLFY-WP32VBM-E

Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)
Power supply (V, phase, Hz)
Sound level for indoor unit (dB[A])

3.6
4.0
840 / 840 / 258
220 – 240, 1, 50
27 / 31

Concealed ceiling unit

Ultra-slimline
The ultra-slimline ducted units, with a height of only 200 mm,
feature a built-in condensate pump with a 500 mm head and
an external pressure of up to 50 Pa. The unit’s ultra-slimline
design and compact dimensions mean that it can be integrated visually unobtrusively into any space.

Applications
Office buildings, hotels and hospitals

Technical data

PEFY-WP-VMS1-E

Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)
Power supply (V, phase, Hz)
Sound level (dB[A])

1.7 – 2.8
1.9 – 3.2
790 / 700 / 200
220 – 230 – 240, 1, 50/60
22 – 30
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LOSSNAY
Lossnay ventilation units are the decentralised solution
to provide the requisite proportion of fresh air in air
conditioned interiors With their sensible and latent heat
recovery function, they provide a technically innovative
and attractive solution to increase comfort in modern
buildings and reduce energy costs.

Discover online how the paper core
cross-flow heat exchanger works:
innovations.mitsubishi-les.com
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LOSSNAY // LGF

Design sample

tested in line with

The clever combination: air conditioning and ventilation

A really beneficial duo
The advanced ventilation system with powerful heat recovery
extracts stale air from a space and, at the same time, supplies
fresh air. Almost all the available cooling and/or heating energy is used in the air exchange, resulting energy savings of up
to 70 %. When combined with a Mr. Slim or City Multi VRF air
conditioning system, you can select an air conditioning unit
up to two times smaller due to the excellent efficiency and
heat recovery rate of almost 88 %. The unique, ultra-thin
structure of the paper core cross-flow heat exchanger ena-

Technical data

LGF-100GX-E

Air volume (m3/h)
Static pressure (Pa)
Sound level (dB[A])

785 – 995
119 – 200
44
49
81 – 80
1760 / 674 / 1055
164
300

Efficiency (%)
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)
Weight (kg)
Large duct connection (Ø mm)

Low
High

VDI 6022*

* In

compliance with the relevant conditions
at www.mitsubishi-les.com/lossnay

bles the sensitive and latent proportion of the heat to be replaced and transferred to the fresh air so that it enters the
room preconditioned, improving comfort and significantly
saving energy costs.
Applications
Office buildings, hotels, museums, theatres, universities, hospitals, shopping centres and industrial facilities
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LOSSNAY // VL

NEW

New wall-mounted unit

Simply breathe in
The benefits of controlled ventilation with heat recovery can
even be used in smaller spaces. The new decentralised
VL-100EU5-E ventilation unit features a modern pure white
design, low sound levels and higher efficiency of up to 80 %
for the temperature exchange between dissipated stale air
and the supply of fresh air. The small duct connections require

Technical data

VL-100EU5-E

Air volume (m3/h)
Power consumption
Sound level (dB[A])

60 / 105
15 / 31
25
37

Efficiency (%)
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)
Weight (kg)
Large duct connection (Ø mm)
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Low
High

73 / 80
620 / 265 / 200
7.5
2 x 75

only small-diameter core openings, with the result that the
unit is also ideal for retrofitting.
Applications
Smaller rooms, such as individual offices, meeting rooms and
living rooms

LOSSNAY // LGH

New ducted RVX unit

Fresh air to breathe in
The new RVX series units stand out on account of their compact dimensions, ideal for installation in suspended ceilings.
The units are equipped with modern EC fans to guarantee
ultra-low energy consumption. A special enthalpy cross-flow
heat exchanger recovers both heat energy and moisture. Investment costs remain low thanks to the high heat recovery
rates, as the cooling and heating load is reduced in the space.
The ducted units are simple to connect and can be integrated
into a building via various external inputs and outputs, which

Technical data

LGH-80RVX

Air volume (m3/h)
Power consumption
Sound level (dB[A])

200 – 800
18 – 335
18
34.5
85 / 81
1131 / 1051 / 404
48
250

Low
High
Efficiency of temperature / enthalpy (%)
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)
Weight (kg)
Large duct connection (Ø mm)

NEW

allow external specification of the air volume via a 0 – 10 V signal. The optimum combination of air conditioning and ventilation is ensured by the technical control link to our Mr. Slim and
City Multi VRF systems.
Applications
Office buildings, hotels, museums, theatres, universities, hospitals, shopping centres and industrial facilities

PZ-61DR-E
The new modern design of remote control with backlit display
provides for ease of operation and configuration.
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MR. SLIM+
AND ECODAN
The name of the new Mr. Slim+ system says it all: the product
combines the energy-efficient features of air-to-water heat
pumps with all the advantages of an air conditioning system,
thereby offering users major benefits day after day.

Discover all the additional
possibilities online:
innovations.mitsubishi-les.com
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MR. SLIM+ // ECODAN

All Mr. Slim model-size 71 indoor
units can be connected. It is also
possible to operate two modelsize 35 indoor units in simultaneous
mode.

Radiators or
underfloor heating

DHW
Ecodan
Hydrobox

Outdoor unit
Mr. Slim+ (PUHZ-FRP71)
Domestic hot
water tank

Two systems merge into one

Using energy sensibly
Heat pumps are recognised heating solutions today but often
they can do more than just heat. With reversible heat pump
solutions, it’s now also possible to cool rooms in summer instead of heating them with appropriate distribution systems.

Heating/hot water mode is also particularly effective in the
transitional seasons, as heat recovery can be used within a
broad range of temperatures as low as outside temperatures
of 7 °C.

The new Mr. Slim+ system combines the benefits of an air-towater heat pump with the advantages of an air conditioning
system. The unique feature of the system is the simultaneous
connection of air conditioning units and a heat pump indoor
module (hydrobox or cylinder unit) to an outdoor unit. The
system is also ultra-efficient. Heat is removed from the air
conditioned room and thus serves as an optimum heat source
for the economical provision of hot water in summer.

Applications
Commercial properties, like cafés, bakeries, doctors’ practices, hairdressers and petrol stations, with a need for air conditioning and hot water
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MR. SLIM+ // ECODAN // PKA-RP // PUHZ-FRP

Wall-mounted unit

The team player
The Mr. Slim series of indoor units is ideal for air conditioning
medium-sized rooms and can be installed in the Mr. Slim+
system as a single-split or in a dual multi-split parallel combination. The high-performance air conditioning units can be
integrated with ease into difficult environments. They are especially suitable for commercial applications with a high level
of operating reliability and low energy consumption.

Technical data

PKA-RP35HAL

SEER / SCOP up to
Energy efficiency class for cooling/heating
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Dimensions of indoor unit H / W / D (mm)
Maximum total pipe length (m)
Sound level of indoor unit (dB[A])

5.7 / 3.9
A+ / A
3.6
4.1
295 / 898 / 249
30
36 – 43

Mr. Slim+ outdoor unit

Pumping heat and air conditioning
The name of the new Mr. Slim+ system says it all: the product
combines the energy-efficient features of air-to-water heat
pumps with all the advantages of an air conditioning system,
thereby offering users major benefits day after day. Whether
in the hair salon, in the dentist’s surgery or next door in the
bakery – there’s a need for air conditioning and simultaneous
hot water recovery in the most diverse sectors. Mr. Slim+ offers the option of meeting this need directly with an outdoor
unit.

PUMPING HEAT
+ AIR CONDITIONING
MR. SLIM+
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Technical data

PUHZ-FRP71VHA

EER / COP heat recovery
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating capacity (kW)
Total pipe length (m, simple pipe length)
Maximum height difference (m)
No. of connectable indoor units
Sound level (dB[A])

3.41 / up to 8.0
7.1
7.5
60, 30, with 2 indoor units
20
2 and/or 3
48

MR. SLIM+ // ECODAN // EHST20C-VM6EB // MODBUS

Ecodan cylinder unit

Cold air becomes hot water
The Mr. Slim+ outdoor unit also has an ideal partner in the
Ecodan cylinder unit. The compact stand-alone unit features
a built-in 200-litre (net) stainless steel potable water tank and
a high-performance multifunctional controller. The system
uses the thermal energy removed from the room by the air
conditioning system in summer to heat hot water. Heating/hot
water mode is also particularly efficient in the transitional seasons, as heat recovery can be used within a broad range of
temperatures down to outside temperatures of 7 °C.

Technical data

EHST20C-VM6EB

Design
Operating mode
Domestic water tank volume (l [net])
Dimensions H / W / D (mm)
Weight (kg)
Maximum flow temperature (°C)
Power supply (V, phase, Hz)
Heating element (kW)

Split
Heating
200
1600 / 595 / 680
122
60
230, 1, 50
2/4/6

MODBUS

Communication skills
The communication adapter is Ecodan systems can be integrated into the building. The connection takes place on the
memory module or the hydraulic module. The range of functions depends on the individual project.
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MR. SLIM+ // ECODAN // ERSC-VM2B // PUHZ-SHW

Ecodan hydrobox

Modern wall trophy
The Ecodan hydrobox, which can be wall-mounted with ease,
has heat distribution totally under control. Equipped with all
the components necessary for efficient heat distribution, it
completes the overall system for the most versatile uses. Hot
water is provided here by an indirectly heated domestic hot
water cylinder.

Technical data

ERSC-VM2B

Design
Operating mode
Dimensions H / W / D (mm)
Weight (kg)
Maximum flow temperature (°C)
Power supply (V, phase, Hz)
Heating element (kW)

Split
Heating
800 / 530 / 360
49
60
230, 1, 50
3/6/9

Ecodan outdoor module

The benefit’s in the air
The outdoor units in the Ecodan air-to-water heat pump system play a key role in heat generation. Choose between two
different compressor technologies, depending on the individual requirements of the building and its users. Full heating
capacity is provided even at the lowest outside temperatures
of minus 15 °C with patented Zubadan inverter technology.
The range of application even extends as low as minus 28 °C.

Our Ecodan campaign
Request information at www.ecodan-partner.de
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Technical data

PUHZ-SHW112YHA

Heating capacity (kW) (A2 / W35)
Heating capacity (kW) (A7 / W35)

11.91 / 3.54
11.23 / 4.71

Maximum flow temperature (°C)
Power supply (V, phase, Hz)
Weight (kg)
Sound level (dB[A])

60
400, 3, 50
134
52

ECODAN // PAR-WT50R-E // PAR-WR51R-E // PAC-WF010-E

Wireless remote controller

Wireless convenience – transmission
The digital remote control with room temperature sensor enables heating mode to be conveniently inputted, displayed and
controlled. It assumes the setting of the room setpoint temperatures. In addition, optionally can switch between heating,
leisure and domestic hot water mode. It can be used for two
zones in conjunction with a heat pump controller and enables
the heating system to be controlled based on the room temperature for enhanced comfort.

Technical data

PAR-WT50R-E

Type
Power supply (V, DC)

Wireless remote controller
12

Wireless receiver

Wireless convenience – reception
The wireless receiver is used in combination with the wireless
remote controller and can be installed up to 30 metres from
the wireless remote controller. Overall, up to eight radio wireless remote controllers can be integrated.

Technical data

PAR-WR51R-E

Type
Power supply

Wireless receiver
via cylinder unit or hydrobox

WiFi adapter for heat pumps

Pumping heat on the go
Conveniently control and monitor your heat pump system
with the WiFi adapter, the MELCloud app and a mobile device, like a smartphone or tablet PC. You’ll need an appropriate wireless network on site to connect between the
MELCloud app and the WiFi adapter.

Technical data

PAC-WF010-E

Type
Power supply

WiFi adapter for heat pumps
via cylinder unit or hydrobox
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JET TOWEL
Conventional roller towels and paper towels soon reach
their limits in places where lots of people need to wash
their hands. A much more modern alternative is the Jet
Towel hand dryer. It’s ideal for meeting the most exacting
standards of hygiene, convenience and sustainability, especially in places with high visitor numbers.

Use our cost calculator to work out
how much you can save:
innovations.mitsubishi-les.com
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JET TOWEL // JT-SB216JSH // JT-MC206GS-W-E MINI

Jet Towel

Dry hands in seconds
The concept of hand-drying has been thought through in
every respect to its logical conclusion with the Jet Towel. The
benefits in terms of sustainability are especially clear: only a
flow of air is used for drying, that is to say only electricity is
needed. No pulp waste is generated and no textiles have to
be replaced and cleaned. This also means that no natural raw
materials have to be used for the manufacture of the materials
or their recycling – and no transportation routes.

Two series of Jet Towel are available. The Jet Towel Slim can
be flexibly wall-mounted at sink height or optionally on a
stand, ensuring optimum ease of use, even in facilities for the
disabled and children. The slim, lightweight design of the Jet
Towel Mini is perfect for installation in recesses and in compact spaces.
Applications
Hotels, restaurants, fuel stations, public facilities, medical facilities and laboratories

Technical specifications

JT-SB216JSH-(W/H)-E

JT-MC206GS-W-E Mini

Drying technology

Dual air jet technology
via wave nozzles
9 – 15
98 – 106

Dual air jet technology
via wave nozzles
13 – 27
90 – 150

Air volume (m3/min)
Sound level (dB[A])
Power consumption (W)
Heating OFF/ON
Power supply

2.8 – 3.1
58 – 61
550 – 1240

0.8 – 1.3
52 – 64
175 – 825

220 – 240,1, 50 – 60

220 – 240,1, 50 – 60

Dimensions H / W / D (mm)
Weight (kg)
Motor type
Drainage tank (l)
Safety components

670 / 300 / 219
11
Brushless DC motor
0.8
Thermal cut-out,
overload protection

480 / 250 / 170
5
DC motor
0.6
Thermal cut-out,
overload protection

Drying time (s)
Air velocity (m/s)
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CONTROLLERS
Controllers and air conditioning systems have to work well
together. Every single project requires an individual controller,
from shops to offices and large hotels.

You can download the free MELCloud app
online directly to your mobile device, whether
you’re using a smartphone or tablet PC:
innovations.mitsubishi-les.com
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INDIVIDUAL CONTROLLERS // PAR-31MAA // PAR-U02MEDA-J // PAC-YT52CRA

Design wired remote controller

Beautifully laid out
The MA remote controller PAR-31MAA provides all the operating functions you’ll need to locally operate an AC unit or
group within a small, compact unit. The MA remote controller
also sets new standards in terms of its look. It has a backlit
display and thus provides for simple and clear operation. The
well-arranged screen shows the status of the AC unit clearly
and simply at a glance, in large, easy-to-read characters.

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals, banks, shopping centres,
production facilities and gyms

Technical data

PAR-31MAA

Type
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

MA wired remote control
120 / 120 / 19

New M-Net remote controller

Smart and clearly arranged
The new ME wired remote controller PAR-U02MEDA-J is connected to the City Multi M-NET databus system. The remote
controller and indoor unit are assigned to each other via device addresses. The indoor units to be controlled can also be
formed into a group by addressing. The temperature can also
be selected in 0.5 °C increments. The remote controller also
has moisture, brightness and presence sensors, the readings
from which can be intelligently linked to the air conditioning
system’s functional settings.

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals, banks, shopping centres,
production facilities and gyms

Technical data

PAR-U02MEDA-J

Type
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

M-Net wired remote controller
140 / 120 / 25

NEW

Compact remote controller

Small but impressive
The control options have been reduced to the essential basic
functions in this remote controller to simplify operation of the
system, especially for use in hotels. A room temperature sensor is already built into this remote controller. It is possible to
control one indoor unit individually or a group or up to 16 indoor units.

Applications
Office buildings and hotels

Technical data

PAC-YT52CRA

Type
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

MA remote controller
70 / 120 / 14.5
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CONTROLLERS // AT-50B SYSTEM REMOTE CONTROLLER // AE200

Group remote controller with touch screen

Touch and control
With just three keys and a touch-sensitive LCD screen, the
new AT-50A group remote controller delivers maximum operating convenience from a very compact unit. All the functions
for controlling up to 50 unit groups can be conveniently operated by tapping on the 5" display. Weekly timer, power management functions and night setback are included as standard. The I/O modules also enable local remote controllers to
be disabled and enabled and third-party equipment integrated. The display is equipped with a backlight that switches off
automatically. In the event of a fault, the display remains on
until the fault has been eliminated. The AT-50B group remote
controller was developed for City Multi systems. Mr. Slim and
M series systems can also be connected and controlled via

NEW

an adapter. Naturally the AT-50B group remote controller also
supports Lossnay ventilation systems, both in stand-alone
mode as well as coupled to indoor units.
Applications
Office buildings and hotels

Technical data

AT-50B

Type
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

System remote controller
180 / 120 / 30

All-in-one controller

Everything under control
The AE200 all-in-one controller controls and monitors up to
50 units (up to 200 with expansion modules). At the same
time, it also displays the indoor units visually within the building floor plan on the 10.4" touch screen. You can also map
energy consumption, visualise individual consumers and
compare current consumption data with historical data based
on units and/or groups. Energy consumption data can also be
displayed on a web screen or tablet PC. The controller fea-
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tures a built in power supply for ease of installation and has
also been awarded an efficiency certificate in accordance
with the Renewable Energies Heat Act (EEWärmeG).
Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals and banks

CONTROLLERS // CENTRALISED CONTROLLERS // AG-150A // EB-50GU-J

Centralised system controller

Controller at a glance
This modern, high-end look visual control system can control
up to 50 indoor units or groups. A maximum of 150 components can be controlled by the AG-150A centralised system
controller, with expansion modules optionally available. The
backlit LCD display makes the display easier to read and
means that the air conditioning units displayed can also be
operated in the dark. The current status of the air conditioning
unit is immediately understandable at a glance, thanks to the
intuitively understandable symbols used. Control all your air
conditioning units with ease with your fingertip on the 9"
touch screen. A USB interface is also built into the controller,

with which you can upload a configuration file already created
on a PC. The controller is intended to be flush-mounted in the
wall, although it can also be surface-mounted using an optional housing.
Applications
Office buildings and hotels
Technical data

AG-150A

Type
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

Centralised remote controller
300 / 175 / 62

Centralised system controller with web functionality

Controller behind the scenes
The centralised EB-50GU-J system controller is ideal for
small and large systems alike, as it can operate up to 50 AC
units. In addition, up to 40 centralised system controllers can
be connected to form a complete system to control and monitor up to 2,000 indoor units in larger properties. The simple
and centralised operation of complex systems is thus guaranteed. The energy consumption of individual units can be recorded and visualised and it is also possible to compare current and historical consumption values of units and/or groups.
Conveniently operate the AC units from your PC, connected
to the local network, using the standard Microsoft Internet

Explorer web browser (version 5). The controller has been
awarded an efficiency certificate in accordance with the Renewable Energies Heat Act (EEWärmeG).
Applications
Office buildings and hotels
Technical data

EB-50GU-J

Type

PAC-SC51KUA centralised remote controller with web function
including power supply

Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

250 / 217 / 97
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CONTROLLERS // PAC-YG60MCA // PAC-YG63MCA // PAC-YG66DCA

Pulse input module

Digitally integrated
The PAC-YG60 MCA-J pulse input module extends the functions of the EB-50GU-J and AG-150A centralised controllers
to log different types of counters, for example metering volumes of electricity, gas, water or heat. It is also possible to log
the counts of pulse meters, record energy consumption and
even bill individual costs.

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals and banks
Technical data

PAC-YG60MCA

Type
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

Pulse input module
200 / 120 / 45

Analog input module

Analog integrated
The PAC-YG63 MCA-J analog input module can be used to
extend the EB-50GU-J and AG-150A centralised controllers
to log and display temperature and humidity readings; an
alert is issued in the form of a potential-free contact if the
readings are outside the target range. It is also possible to
automatically e-mail the logged data. The module has two
inputs, one of which is suitable for direct connection of a
PT100 temperature sensor.

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals and banks
Technical data

PAC-YG63MCA

Type
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

Analog input module
200 / 120 / 45

Digital input/output module

Third-party equipment under control
The PAC-YG66 DCA-J digital input/output module extends
the use of the EB-50GU-J and AG-150A centralised controllers to monitor third-party equipment (On/Off, Operation/
Alarm), like lighting systems, blinds, ventilation systems, external fans, pumps etc. Every module is equipped with six
outputs and six inputs.
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Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals and banks
Technical data

PAC-YG66DCA

Type
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

Digital input/output module
200 / 120 / 45

CONTROLLERS // ME-AC/KNX15/100 // LMAP04-E // BAC-HD150

EIB/KNX interfaces

EIB integration
The ME-AC/KNX15 and ME-AC/KNX100 EIB interfaces enable the AG-150A and EB-50GU-J centralised controllers to be
integrated into EIB/KNX-based building control systems

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals and banks
Technical data

ME-AC/KNX15/100

Type
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

EIB interface
107 / 105 / 58

LonWorks® interface

LonWorks®-Integration
The LMAP04-E LonWorks® interface permits simple connection of City Multi systems to LonWorks® building management systems: one LonWorks® interface is needed for every
50 indoor units.

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals and banks
Technical data

LMAP04-E

Type
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

LonWorks® interface
340 / 360 / 60

BACnet™ interface

BACnet™ integration
The BAC-HD150 interface is used to integrate up to 50 indoor
units (up to 150 indoor units with PAY-YG50ECA expansion
controllers) into BACnet-based building management systems. All the key functions of the indoor units can be monitored via the BACnet protocol. It also outputs all relevant system parameters, like operating status and mode.

Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals and banks
Technical data

BAC-HD150

Type
Dimensions W / D / H (mm)

BACnet™ interface
266 / 250 / 97
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CONTROLLERS // AHC CONTROLLER // TG2000

AHC controller

M-NET-Bus integration
The AHC controller enables advanced control options within
the M-Net databus. The sensors for the PAR-U02MEDA remote controller can be used to transmit them to the AC system or external components.

PAC-SC51KUA
M-NET
Hub

AG-150

TG2000
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Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals and banks

TG2000 multifunctional operating software

Control at the click of a mouse
Open the door to existing building management systems with
the optionally available TG2000 together with your centralised AG-150A or EB-50GU-J remote controllers. Thanks to
the data export option, the AG-150A or EB-50GU-J can be
integrated with ease into existing building management systems. Various setting and control options in the TG2000’s
centralised climate management system help to save energy
and also generate regular energy cost bills. Many other build-

ing technology systems that work together with the air conditioning system, such as the lighting system, can also be managed by the software and their energy consumption also
included in the bill.
Applications
Office buildings, hotels, hospitals and banks

CONTROLLERS // MELCLOUD // MAC-557IF-E

MELCloud (WiFi adapter)

Smart solution
for flexible control when out and about
MELCloud is one of Mitsubishi Electric’s new generation of
cloud-based controllers for air conditioners and heating systems. MELCloud permits the effortless control of units when
you’re out and about or on the couch at home. Accessing and
controlling your Mitsubishi Electric appliances has never been
easier and is now even possible on your computer, tablet PC
and smartphone.

An original Mitsubishi Electric WiFi adapter, wirelessly connected to your router, is all you need to connect an air conditioning indoor unit or a heating system to MELCloud.

MELCloud offers live and weekly timer monitoring, ensuring
total flexibility in the control of different Mitsubishi Electric air
conditioning systems and heating systems with a single device or from one place. You can also log and record errors via
local and remote systems if they are connected to MELCloud.
The MELCloud app also provides localised information, like
weather forecasts and customer service contact details.

The free app for control via your smartphone is available
online in your App Store.

MAC-557IF-E WiFi adapter
The new MAC 557IF-E WiFi adapter enables you to communicate with
your AC units by smartphone and tablet PC from home or even remotely.

Applications
Apartments, residential properties, agencies, practices and
law firms

More information is available at
melcloud.mitsubishi-les.com

The WiFi solution to remotely control AC units from mobile devices.
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COMPRESSORS // REFRIGERANT COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY

Refrigerant compressor technology

The heart of the most advanced air
conditioning and heat pump technology
Mitsubishi Electric has decades of experience in the production of fully hermetic scroll and rotary compressors, equipped,
among other things, with the latest inverter technology. They
are used as the central component in Mitsubishi Electric’s air
conditioning systems. In addition, Mitsubishi Electric’s compressors are also available as individual components for industrial series production. We justify our claim to be the tech-

Scroll inverter compressor
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Rotary inverter compressor

nological market leader by developing new series and by
continuously evolving existing series and implementing the
latest technologies. In doing so, we face up to the ever-increasing requirements of the European market day after day.
Mitsubishi Electric has three production sites for compressors. Its annual production capacity lies at around 14 million
compressors.

HEAT PUMP AIR CURTAINS // HX2-S1500DXE

Heat pump air curtains

Saving energy from the entrance onwards
Open entrances to sales showrooms and public buildings
provide unhindered access for customers, but place high demands on air conditioning and heating technology. The exchange of heated or air-conditioned indoor air with cold air
from outside needs to be prevented. Air curtain technology
has been found to be most effective, using air jets to separate
indoor and outdoor climates.
Mitsubishi Electric has teamed up with Thermoscreens, one
of the leading manufacturers of air curtain systems, to offer an
extremely energy-efficient, reliable and convenient complete
system to guarantee optimum climate separation.
Unlike conventional air curtains, the HX2 has a special heat
exchanger and is heated by a heat pump (either Mr. Slim or
the City Multi VRF outdoor unit).

Patented air discharge system
The specially designed air collection box ensures a uniform
distribution of air across the entire width of the unit. The patented 3D discharge grille smooths the air (according to ISO
27327) by up to 92 %, reducing air turbulence and induction.
Fast installation and ease of maintenance
The system can be quickly and easily installed, thanks to its
plug-in & play technology, and is also ideal for retrofitting
work. Its service-friendly design ensures ease of maintenance.
Broad range of systems
The models can be freely suspended or intended for concealed installation in the ceiling, are available in a range of
lengths (1 m, 1.5 m and 2 m) and in various capacity levels
(5 to 21.2 kW).
Applications
Versatile uses in shops, shopping centres and public buildings. Discharge height: 2.00 to 3.80 m.
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ERP DIRECTIVE

Eco-design Directive for air conditioning units

Shaping the future
20 % 20 % 20 %
less
use of primary energy

more
renewable energy sources

lower
CO² emissions

The European Union has set high climate protection targets to be achieved by
2020. These are defined under the 20/20/20 headline targets, which propose
20 % greater use of renewable energy at the same time as a 20 % reduction
in primary energy and CO2 emissions from 1990 levels.

Are you fully conversant with the Ecodesign
Directive? Find out in our online quiz:
www.my-ecodesign.de
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The aim of the European Ecodesign Directive, also known as
the ErP (Energy-related Products Directive), the first phase of
which came into force for AC units up to 12 kW on 1 January
2013, supports the environmentally-sound design of energy-related products. Products will be reclassified in various
batches and assigned to new energy efficiency classes. In
addition, three new classes A+, A++ and A+++ will be added
to the scale.
The three new efficiency classes mean that air conditioners
can now be differentiated from each other even more in terms
of their efficiency. There is much greater clarity about electrical consumption and noise emissions – for the first time
standardised for all manufacturers’ AC units, leading to greater transparency for consumers.

We comply with the new EU Ecodesign Directive and have
adapted our products accordingly to the new seasonal ratings. We achieve this, among other things, by the use of our
inverter technology. Conventional air conditioning units have
only two power levels: “on” with 100 % power and “off” with
0 % power. The output of full inverter air conditioning units
adapts to meet demand, with this continuous adaptation consuming considerably less energy. Mitsubishi Electric is the
global technology leader in the field, with over 25 years of
experience in the research, development and use of inverter
technology.
Play an active role in shaping the future by selecting and using energy-efficient and future-proof air conditioning systems!
More information is available online at www.my-ecodesign.de

THE EXPERTISE OF A GLOBAL BRAND

IN BRIEF

OUTSTANDING FUNCTIONS

The expertise of a global brand

Solutions and consulting services

For years, Mitsubishi Electric Living Environment Systems has been one of the leading providers in the air conditioning sector in Germany and neighbouring countries.
The trend towards highly efficient solutions in heating and
air conditioning technology continues apace in this challenging market. At Mitsubishi Electric Living Environment
Systems we develop and create precisely these solutions.
The basis for this is the continuous evolution of existing technologies and the development of new technologies. We’d like
to introduce you to the latest technological developments
from our company over the following pages.

Of all the innovations, I should like to highlight a world first:
the new Hybrid City Multi system (HVRF) is the world’s first
2-pipe system to provide simultaneous cooling and heating
with heat recovery, combining the benefits of a direct evaporation system with those of a chilled water system.
Our partners need technologically perfect products to be able
to develop and produce optimum air conditioning solutions
for their customers. What is more, we are committed to the
success of our partners through individual advice and intensive design support.

Mitsubishi Electric has been synonymous with experience and
innovation in equal measure for over 90 years. Our company
has consistently set new standards in air conditioning technology and established itself as one of the foremost global
manufacturers with its extensive range of products. Our R2
VRF technology and Zubadan technology have become
industry brands, which have evolved to become the by-word
for highly efficient technology.
We offer our customers first-class and reliable services alongside specific solutions and advanced technologies. For
instance, we support customers at the design stage with well
laid-out design and service manuals, as well as tender docu-

ErP EcoDesign
Die Zukunft gestalten
Shaping the future

ments in a range of file formats. Naturally everything is available online. Apart from comprehensive design support,
including useful design software, we also organise practical
and diverse training courses to deliver sound basic knowledge or enlarge upon existing knowledge and expertise.

Recognisable quality
The Association of Building Air Conditioning e. V.
(FGK) has awarded its new quality seal to
Mitsubishi Electric’s air conditioning units.

Local technical support is a matter of course at Mitsubishi
Electric as well. The same naturally applies to sales-led advertising support for our entire range and also for promotional
products. After all, our objective is our joint success. You too
can take advantage of our versatile range of services, which
we are constantly expanding.

3D isee sensor
The new Deluxe wall-mounted unit (MSZ-FH
series) offers perfect comfort zones combined with
the ultimate in energy efficiency: The innovative
3D isee sensor scans the room, guaranteeing an
excellent indoor climate where it is needed.

Zubadan technology
Adequate heat output is available at even the
lowest outside temperatures with patented
Zubadan inverter technology. Full output is still
discharged at temperatures of as low as -15 °C
and the application range has now been extended
down to -25 °C.

“We have grown significantly beyond the market in all strategic
product areas. We are witnessing the growing importance of energy efficiency in HVAC systems in Germany and other foreign
markets. We are perfectly positioned to deal with this.“

Replace technology
The new outdoor units with patented Replace
technology greatly simplify the statutory
conversion of old R22 air conditioning systems
to the ozone-friendly refrigerant R410A.

Holger Thiesen,
General Division Manager, Living Environment Systems

02

ErP-compliant
The Deluxe wall-mounted units provide the best
energy efficiency levels today.
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BOOKMARK

Contact us
Outstanding functions

Everything in sight

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.
Living Environment Systems
Gothaer Straße 8
D-40880 Ratingen
Phone +49 2102 486-0
Fax
+49 2102 486-1120
www.mitsubishi-les.com

Specific products have special features – and they
need to be seen. They are therefore highlighted
accordingly in our brochure. Our functional symbols are to be found on the inside of the flap.

WE CREATE NEW SOLUTIONS
www.mitsubishi-les.com
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